Better World Showcase 2018

Demonstrating how the Faculty of Science & Engineering is Making a Difference

Love the world, and the world will love us

Initiative

Yu has devoted most of her spare time to volunteer work:
- To care for the elderly living alone, Yu joined the Intergenerational Project as a volunteer. She helped organise activities such as Christmas party 2016 and served them with her great kindness.
- As an event volunteer at the Lightwaves festival 2016, Yu introduced the amazing ideas of the artists to visitors and also shared her understanding to inspire more people how powerful technology was.
- To help children better learning and playing, Yu worked as a volunteer of the Manchester Book Trust where she helped children from nearby schools make stars and build confidence in themselves.
- In January 2017, Yu joined Confucius Institute as a Gu Zheng (a Chinese Zither) tutor, and performed in several activities such as Chinese New Year Night and Music Night at the International Society.
- From January to June in 2017, Yu successfully raised over £1965 for researches in breast cancer. Yu was a fundraising volunteer of Breast Cancer Now and realized how pervasive the disease was through her fundraising in Manchester, London, Hull etc., which made her more determined to carry on. She also finished the cycling challenge from Budapest to Zagreb in 4 days to raise more awareness of breast cancer.
- Yu also worked as a fundraising volunteer of We Love MCR at bonfire night and an event volunteer at The Manchester Ball 2016 to help those people in need in Manchester.

How Yu has Made a Difference

Yu loves smile and she even got an award for her amazing smile during the 4-day cycling challenge even when the hill was so steep that it seemed impossible for her to finish. She loves the world and always tries to find ways to show her love. We can see this through how many voluntary works she has did. However, Yu is not only devoted to helping others in the community, but achieving very high First Class average. She can be the role model for others on how to study and also make a difference.
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Vote for the person or project you feel is doing the most to Make a Difference

Vote

http://internationalsociety.org.uk/events/
https://b2z17.everydayhero.com/uk/cycling-challenge-budapest-to-zagreb
http://www.welovemcrcharity.org/events/event/10/bonfire_night_celebrations
http://themanchesterball.com/2016/